SAFER + HOTTER TRANS SEX!
Our words are not adequate for capturing the full complexity of genders and sexual experiences.

Hopefully the words used in this guide are clear, inclusive, and affirming, but if not, cross them out and write your own!

Heads up: body part words (vagina, cock, asshole, etc.) will be used.

This guide is for all trans people and their sexual partners, including those who identify as non-binary, gender fluid, gender non-conforming, Two Spirit, genderqueer, men and women of trans experience, and all others with non-normative gender identities and/or experiences.
Disclosure is your choice.

Consider your physical and emotional safety when deciding with whom and how much to disclose. Can you leave the situation if necessary?

Decide what questions you're willing to answer. This can vary with each situation.

Disclosing before having sex is not necessary, but it may allow for healthy conversations about how sex can be safer and more affirming.

I'm trans and I'm hot!
Sucking + Fucking

EXTERNAL CONDOMS
- cocks, strapless, dildos

INTERNAL CONDOMS
- vaginas, assholes, frontal holes

GLOVES / CAPES
- t-dicks / big clits

DENTAL DAMS
- vaginas, assholes, frontal holes

LUBE
- great for butts & people on T
- everything!

TIPS
- don't reuse this stuff
- get consent always + often!
- wipe after sex
- watch out for cuts, on mouth, hand, genitals, etc.
- clean toys + partners
PARTS + NAMES

Some words we use for those sexy body parts:

Ask your partner(s): "what do you like to call this part?"

cunt, dick, cock, +-dick, pussy, frontal(ial) hole, honeypot, bussy

vag, vagina, vulva

CHEST
BREASTS
TITS

girl-dick, sheinis, big stick/wood, junk, strapless

MAKE UP YOUR OWN:
TALKING ABOUT SAFER SEX

CONSENT

Mutual, Ongoing, Non-Coercive

Ways to get consent:
- "Can I...?"
- "Would you like to...?"
- "How would you feel if I...?"
- "Is this good for you? Do you want me to keep going?"

BOUNDARIES

Inform Partner(s) what you will + won't do
- Talk before sex about STI/HIV status and protection needs
- Be clear if you want to use a barrier or avoid fluid exchange
- Set boundaries during foreplay so you can think more clearly
- Be prepared to respect your Partner(s)' boundaries
Substances & Sex

Having sex while drunk or high? Plan accordingly:
- Carry supplies (barriers, etc.) you want to use
- Decide your limit in order to safely consent ahead of time

Try new drugs on your own before during sex!

**Poppers:**
Nitrite liquids inhaled through the nose to create instant 2-5 min. high
- Increase anal pleasure by dilating blood vessels in ass
- Don't mix with erectile dysfunction or heart and blood pressure meds

**Weed:**
- Can increase anxiety and paranoia, so use with a trusted partner
HIV + STI PREVENTION

How often should you get tested?
Anyone having sex (including oral) should get tested between every few months to once a year, including poz folks (for other STIs).

Swab where you get fucked

Talk to your doctor about:
- PEP and PrEP: preventative HIV treatments
- discharges, itchiness, or unusual odors from genitals, throat, or ass
- vaccines against Hepatitis A+B and HPV

Have a cervix? Get pap smears!

MYTH: Only semen creates an STI/HIV risk.
TRUTH: Sex of any kind has risks, so get tested regularly and use appropriate barriers.
Diversity in porn lets us find ourselves in the erotic landscape, proving we are ALL capable and deserving of love.

> PinkLabel.tv
> Foxhouse, Hardbasket, T-wood,
> Pink + White, Heavenly Spire,
> BEYONDEEP
> Crash Pad Series
> Aorta Films
> Trouble Films
> Four Chambers
> Hot Bits Traveling Queer
> XXX Fest

MYTH: Trans people on HRT are infertile/sterile
TRUTH: Though these porn stars might sometimes go shaveback, being on hormones does not mean pregnancy can’t happen. HRT ≠ birth control.
**Toys + Prosthetics**

- **Vibrators**: Feel good anywhere!
- **Sleeves**: Dicks + big clits
- **Rings**: Penises, strapless
- **Pumps**: Penises, clits, vulvas, nipples

**Packing**

- **Soft**
  - Every day walking around
  - Stand to pee
  - Optional rod for pack + play (sex)
- **Hard**
  - Hold it in place:
    - Jock strap
    - Pouch
    - Harness
    - Tight undies

**Safe Use**

- Penetrative items should be non-porous (silicone), but require non-silicone-based lube
- Wash with mild soap between holes + people